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Boss Aluminium, a long established Australian designer 
and manufacturer of commercial vehicle and 4x4 
accessories has released a wall kit for the Boss 270 
Awning. The wall kit has been in development over the 
past 12 months. Countless hours in R&D have been spent 
on making sure these walls are suitable for multiple vehicle 
heights whilst offering the quality customers would expect 
when purchasing a Boss Aluminium product.

Boss Aluminium Pty Ltd
Ph. (03) 9729 3092
sales@bossaluminium.com.au
www.bossaluminium.com.au

WALLKIT
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2/3DESIGN FEATURES
EVEN AWNING SIDES
The Boss 270 Awning features completely even 
sides, allowing these new walls to be placed in 
any order based on where you have the awning 
set up. This means there is no set order where 
the solid walls or window walls are placed. 

The 270 Awning wall kit features YKK 
Zippers. YKK Zippers have been used to 
ensure longevity of the awning walls, whilst 
offering an easy-to-use size 10 zipper for 
smooth fitting of the walls to the awning 
skirts.

WALL BAG

YKK ZIPPERS

The awning walls come as a set of 2, 4, or can 
be purchased individually. When purchased in 
a set, you will receive an awning wall canvas 
storage bag. Also proudly made with the same 
canvas in-house at the Boss HQ. The bag 
features 50mm wide straps to easily fit in the 
palm of your hand when carrying the kit.

WAX CONVERTERS CANVAS
The wall kit features the same Australian made 
canvas used for both the Boss RT1 Roof Top 
Tent and the Boss 270 Awning. The Coolabah 
304GSM Dynaproofed Canvas offers a 5-year 
warranty. Proudly made in-house at the Boss 
HQ.
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The Boss 270 Awning wall kit features the 
ability to be compatible with multiple vehicle 
heights, without having to adjust the walls to 
suit your specific vehicle. The angle designed 
ensures that there is maximum coverage, no 
matter the vehicle height.

MULTI-HEIGHT COMPATIBLE
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WEIGHTS
4 WALL KIT & BAG 12.7KG
2 WALL KIT & BAG 6.6KG
WINDOW WALL 3.5KG
SOLID WALL 2.6KG

DIMENSIONS
EACH WALL: 2400H x 3930W
WINDOW SIZE: 1300H x 1800W

PRICING
4 WALL KIT & BAG $2880
2 WALL KIT & BAG $1650
WINDOW WALL $890
SOLID WALL $690
STORAGE BAG $225


